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SKEW CATEGORY, GALOIS COVERING
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CLAUDE CIBILS AND EDUARDO N. MARCOS

(Communicated by Martin Lorenz)

Abstract. In this paper we consider categories over a commutative ring pro-
vided either with a free action or with a grading of a not necessarily finite
group. We define the smash product category and the skew category and we
show that these constructions agree with the usual ones for algebras. In the
case of the smash product for an infinite group our construction specialized

for a ring agrees with M. Beattie’s construction of a ring with local units. We
recover in a categorical generalized setting the Duality Theorems of M. Cohen
and S. Montgomery (1984), and we provide a unification with the results on
coverings of quivers and relations by E. Green (1983). We obtain a confirma-
tion in a quiver and relations-free categorical setting that both constructions
are mutual inverses, namely the quotient of a free action category and the
smash product of a graded category. Finally we describe functorial relations
between the representation theories of a category and of a Galois cover of it.

1. Introduction

Throughout this paper we will consider small categories C over a commutative
ring k, which means that the objects C0 form a set, the morphism set yCx from
an object x to an object y is a k-module and the composition of morphisms is
k-bilinear.

We consider in addition G-categories and G-graded categories over k where G is
a group, inspired by the work of [8, 12, 9, 19, 14, 7] and by a preliminary version of
[13] . A G-category over k is provided by a category C with first a set action of G
on the objects and secondly k-module maps s : yCx → syCsx for each s ∈ G and
for each couple of objects x and y, verifying s(gf) = (sg)(sf) in case g and f are
morphisms which can be composed in the category. Moreover for elements t, s in
the group and a morphism f we have (ts)f = t(sf); we also require 1f = f where
1 is the neutral element of G. In other words there is a group homomorphism from
G to the group of autofunctors of the category. If the action of G is free on C0 we
say that C is a free G-category.
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A G-graded category C over k has a direct sum decomposition of k-modules
yCx =

⊕
s∈G yCx

s for each couple of objects, verifying zCy
t

yCx
s ⊂ yCx

ts and
x1x ∈ xCx

1.
In section 2 we recall the definition of the quotient category C/G, which makes

sense only if C is a free G-category. It has been introduced and considered in [20, 5]
as well as in subsequent work by several authors and recently in [7]. Note that
by definition Galois coverings are precisely given this way; namely, C is a Galois
covering of the quotient C/G. Next we consider the skew-category C[G], which is
an analogue of the skew-ring construction. We prove a coherence result between
our approach and the ring-theoretical construction in the case that G is finite and
the category has a finite number of objects. The main result in this section is that
C/G and C[G] are equivalent.

In section 3 we consider a G-graded category B over k and we define the smash
product category B#G. In case G is finite, we obtain again a coherence result with
the k-algebra case used in [8]. The categorical approach for the smash product that
we introduce here is equivalent to the ring without identity construction obtained
by M. Beattie in [3]. Therefore the same remarks from the introduction of [3] are
in force: the rings considered in [15, 18] differ from the present approach. Note
that in the context of quivers and relations (that is, categories given through a
presentation) the constructions described in [12] correspond to the smash product
introduced in this paper.

The first result in section 3 relates the categorical smash product with quotients:
if B is a G-graded category over k, then B#G is a free G-category and there
is a canonical isomorphism (B#G) /G � B. The second result of this section
concerns a free G-category C over k: the quotient category C/G is graded and the
smash product (C/G)#G is isomorphic to C. As an immediate corollary we obtain
that (B#G)[G] is equivalent to B. We illustrate these results by considering the
Kronecker category.

The combination of the quoted results provides a generalization of the Cohen-
Montgomery Duality Theorems [8] in the version provided by M. Beattie [4], for a
nonnecessarily finite group and a category with possibly infinitely many objects.

In [12] E. Green considers pairs (Γ, ρ) formed by a locally finite, path connected
directed graph Γ and a set ρ of relations, namely k-linear combinations of paths
of Γ. This data presents a category over k: first consider the free category on the
set of paths, where objects are vertices and morphisms between two vertices are
free k-modules having a basis given by the paths between these vertices. Secondly
perform the quotient by the two-sided categorical ideal generated by ρ. Regular
coverings considered in [12] concern categories over k given by a fixed presentation
which is locally finite. We consider categories over k with no need of a specific
presentation. In this context Galois coverings correspond to regular ones, see for
instance [21].

We provide in this paper a confirmation in a uniform pure categorical setting
that gradings of a category over k are in one-to-one correspondence with Galois
coverings, after the work of E. Green [12].

In order to make precise the link with [8] we specialize our results to the case
of a finite group G. Let A be a G-graded k-algebra, which we consider as a single
object category CA with endomorphism ring A. The smash product algebra A#G
has a free G-action and the corresponding skew group algebra (A#G)[G] is proved
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in [8] to be a matrix algebra over A of size |G|. Now the smash product category
CA#G we consider in this paper has G as its set of objects. Since we assume here
that G is finite, we can consider the k-algebra of the category a(CA#G), namely
the direct sum of all the k-module morphisms of CA#G equipped with the usual
matrix product. We show that this algebra is precisely A#G.

Our results in this specific case provide the existence of a single object full
subcategory of CA#G[G] which is equivalent to the ambient one and isomorphic to
CA. Since CA#G has precisely |G| objects we infer the Cohen-Montgomery result
quoted above.

In another direction note that Hochschild–Mitchell cohomologies of equivalent
k-categories remain isomorphic through the corresponding change of bimodules. In
[7] a Cartan–Leray spectral sequence is obtained relating the Hochschild–Mitchell
cohomologies of the categories of a Galois covering C → C/G. Our results show that
this Cartan–Leray spectral sequence translates into a spectral sequence relating the
Hochschild–Mitchell cohomologies of C and of C[G], since C[G] is equivalent to C/G.

Finally in the last section we consider left modules over a category C, namely
contravariant functors from C to the category of k-modules. Note that if a cate-
gory C over k is presented by a quiver with relations, left C-modules are precisely
representations of the quiver subjected to the relations. In the case of a Galois
covering of categories C → B, modules over the base category B coincide with the
fixed modules over the covering category under the action of the group G, while
all the modules over the covering category coincide with graded ones over the base
category. Note that in the case of rings, graded modules have been generalized
to modules graded by a G-set and general versions of the Duality Theorems of
M. Cohen and S. Montgomery have been obtained; see [16, 17, 10].

2. Galois coverings and the skew category

Let C be a free G-category over a commutative ring k. Recall that the G-set of
objects C0 is free; namely, if sx = x for an object x, then s = 1.

Definition 2.1. Given a free G-category C over k, the quotient category C/G is
the category over k whose objects are the G-orbits of C0. For two orbits α and β
the k-module of morphisms from α to β is

β(C/G)α =

⎛
⎝ ⊕

x∈α, y∈β

yCx

⎞
⎠ /G.

Note that
⊕

x∈α, y∈β

yCx is a kG-module and

⎛
⎝ ⊕

x∈α, y∈β

yCx

⎞
⎠ /G is the largest k-

module quotient with trivial G-action: if X is a kG-module, then X/G = X/(kerε)X
where ε : kG → k is the augmentation map, i.e. the k-linear map given by ε(s) = 1
for all s ∈ G.

Composition in C/G is deduced from composition in C and is well defined pre-
cisely because the action of G on the objects is free.

By definition a Galois covering is the projection functor from a free G-category
to its quotient.
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Lemma 2.2. Let C be a free G-category over k, let α and β be orbits of objects
and let xα ∈ α and xβ ∈ β be representatives. Then β(C/G)α and

⊕
s∈G xβ

Csxα

are canonically isomorphic.

Proof. Consider the normalization map
⊕

x∈α, y∈β

yCx
φ−→

⊕
s∈G

xβ
Csxα

given by φ(yfx) = sf where s is the unique group element such that sy = xβ . Note
that φ(tf) = φ(f); hence φ : β(C/G)α −→

⊕
s∈G

xβ
Csxα

is well defined. Conversely,

consider
ψ :

⊕
s∈G

xβ
Csxα

↪→
⊕

x∈α, y∈β

yCx → β(C/G)α,

which is an inverse for φ. �
Definition 2.3. Let C be a G-category over k. The skew category C[G] has a set
of vertices (C[G])0 = C0 and morphisms y (C[G])x =

⊕
s∈G yCsx.

Composition of morphisms is provided by the composition of C after adjustment.
In order to make this precise one needs to keep track of the component where a
morphism is located: we put f = fs in case f ∈ yCsx. This way fs �= fs′ for s �= s′

in case sx = s′x. Let g = gt ∈ zCty and f = fs ∈ yCsx. Then gf = g ◦ (tf).

We show now a coherence result with the usual skew-algebra construction.

Proposition 2.4. Let G be a finite group and let C be a G-category over k with
a finite number of objects. Let a(C) be the k-algebra associated to C, namely
a(C) =

⊕
x,y∈C0

(yCx) provided with the matrix product induced by the composition

of morphisms.
Then G acts on a(C) by algebra automorphisms and a(C[G]) is the skew algebra

a(C)[G].

Proof. Recall that if A is a k -algebra with G acting by automorphisms on it, the
skew group algebra A[G] is the k -module A⊗kG with the twisted product provided
by sa = s(a)s for all s ∈ G and a ∈ A. As is well known and easy to check the
twisting (see for instance [6]) conditions are satisfied and the skew group algebra is
a k-algebra which has A and kG as subalgebras.

The isomorphism of algebras ψ : a(C[G]) → a(C)[G] is defined as follows. Let
fs ∈ yCsx be an elementary morphism of yC[G]x. Then ψ(fs) = f ⊗ s. We have
that

ψ(gf) = ψ(g ◦ (tf)) = g(tf) ⊗ ts,

while
ψ(g)ψ(f) = (g ⊗ t)(f ⊗ s) = g(tf) ⊗ ts.

Moreover

ψ(1) = ψ(
∑

x1x) =
∑

ψ(x1x) =
∑

(x1x ⊗ 1G) = (
∑

x1x) ⊗ 1G = 1 ⊗ 1G.

�
The following result shows a fact that we need to be true in C[G]. Together

with the coherence property above, it justifies the definition we gave for the skew
category C[G].
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Lemma 2.5. Let C be a G-category over k. Objects in the same G orbit are
isomorphic in C[G].

Proof. If sx = y, then y1y ∈ yC[G]x and x1x ∈ xC[G]y. These morphisms are
mutual inverses. �
Proposition 2.6. Let C be a G-category over k and let C[G] be the skew category.
Choose an element xα in each orbit α and let C[G] be the full subcategory of C[G]
given by these objects. Then the categories C[G] and C[G] are equivalent.

Proof. Consider the functor F : C[G] → C[G] defined on objects by F (x) = xα if
the orbit of x is α. Since x and xα are canonically isomorphic (see the Lemma
above) a morphism f : x → y provides a unique morphism xα → xβ where β is the
orbit of y. This construction is functorial; moreover F and the natural embedding
are inverse equivalences. �
Proposition 2.7. Let C be a free G-action category over k. Then the categories
C/G and C[G] are isomorphic.

Proof. This is a consequence of Lemma 2.2. �
We have proved the following.

Theorem 2.8. Let C be a free G-category over k. The quotient category C/G and
the skew category C[G] are equivalent.

Remark 2.9. This theorem suggests that the categories C[G] or C[G] can be con-
sidered as a substitute for the quotient category in case the action of G on C is not
free.

3. Smash product category

Let G be a group. A G-graded category B over k is a category over k together
with a decomposition of each k-module of morphisms yBx =

⊕
s∈G yBx

s such that
zBy

t
yBx

s ⊂ zBx
ts. In particular xBx is a G-graded algebra for each object x.

The smash product category B#G is defined below. We will show a coherence
result in case B is a single object category given by a G-graded k-algebra. Then we
will prove that a Galois covering of categories is isomorphic to a smash product of
categories.

Definition 3.1. The smash product category B#G has object set B0 × G. Let
(x, s) and (y, t) be objects. The k-module of morphisms is defined as follows:

(y,t)(B#G)(x,s) = yBx
t−1s.

Note that (y,t)(B#G)(x,s) and (y,ut)(B#G)(x,us) are k-module morphisms from
different objects which coincide as k-modules.

In order to define the composition map

(z,u)(B#G)(y,t) ⊗k (y,t)(B#G)(x,s) −→ (z,u)(B#G)(x,s)

note that the left-hand side is

zBu−1t
y ⊗k yBx

t−1x

while the right-hand side is zBx
u−1s. The graded composition of B provides the

required map.
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Proposition 3.2. Let B be a G-graded category over k. The category B#G is a
free G-category and (B#G)/G = B.

Proof. On objects we define u(x, s) = (x, us).
Let f be a morphism in (y,t)(B#G)(x,s) = yBt−1s

x . We define

uf = f ∈ (y,ut)(B#G)(x,us).

In other words the action is obtained by translation. Clearly this is an action and
moreover the action on objects is free. Note that orbits of objects are in one-to-one
correspondence with objects of B, by retaining the first component of each couple.

This shows that [(B#G)/G]0 ≡ B0. Moreover recall that by definition we have

y[(B#G)/G]x =

⎡
⎣ ⊕

s∈G, t∈G

(y,t)(B#G)(x,s)

⎤
⎦ /G.

The action of G on the numerator transports (y,1)(B#G)(x,s) to (y,u)(B#G)(x,us).
Consequently those k-modules are identified in the quotient. This remark shows
the following:⎡

⎣ ⊕
s∈G, t∈G

(y,t)(B#G)(x,s)

⎤
⎦ /G =

⊕
s∈G

(y,1)(B#G)(x,s) =
⊕
s∈G

yBx
s .

�

The following is a natural consequence of the former proposition.

Corollary 3.3. Let G be a group and B be a G-graded category over k. Then the
categories (B#G)[G] and B are equivalent.

Proof. We know that B#G is a Galois covering of B. The result of the previous
section shows that B[G] is equivalent to B/G; namely, (B#G)[G] is equivalent to
(B#G)/G = B. �

Remark 3.4. In case a ring A is graded by a finite group the coherence result below
shows that the preceding corollary is the Cohen-Montgomery Duality Theorem (see
[8] and [11]). Note that using rings with local units, the Duality Theorem is still
valid even if G is not finite by the results of [4, 2]; see also [1].

Remark 3.5. In the case of an infinite group grading of a k-algebra A the preceding
corollary shows that the category (CA#G)[G] is equivalent to CA, where CA is the
single object category over k determined by A.

In order to prove the coherence property of the categorical smash product with
the smash product of a graded G-algebra we first recall its definition. Note that the
usual smash product of a graded algebra requires G to be finite; see for instance [8].
As quoted in the Introduction, the categorical smash product we consider in this
paper is an alternative approach to the ring without identity defined by M. Beattie
in [3].

Definition 3.6. Let A be a G-graded k-algebra where G is a finite group. The
smash product A#kG is the twisted (see for instance [6]) tensor product of algebras
A⊗kG where the twist map τ : kG ⊗A → A⊗kG is given as follows. Let δs be the
Dirac mass on an element s ∈ G; namely, δs is the set map from G to k assigning 0
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to every element except s, while the value on s is 1. Let ft be an element of degree
t in A. Then

τ (δt ⊗ fs) = fs ⊗ δs−1t.

The verifications of the twisting properties of τ insuring associativity are well
known. We provide them for the convenience of the reader and in order to avoid
any missprint for τ . We omit the tensor product symbol as well as the map τ ; in
other words, we consider δtfs = ftδs−1t as the product in A ⊗ kG.

First observe that

(δuδt)fs = 0 if u �= t while (δuδt)fs = fsδs−1t if u = t

and

δu(δtfs) = δufsδs−1t = fsδs−1uδs−1t = 0 if u �= t while δu(δtfs) = fsδs−1t if u = t.

Second
δu(gtfs) = gtfsδ(ts)−1u since gtfs ∈ Ats,

(δugt)fs = gtδt−1ufs = gtfsδs−1t−1u .

Moreover
1kGfs =

∑
u∈G

δufs =
∑
s∈G

fsδs−1u = fs1kG .

Recall that in case B is a finite object set category over k, the k-algebra of
morphisms of B is denoted a(B): it is the direct sum of the morphism k-modules
of B equipped with the matrix product.

Proposition 3.7. Let G be a finite group and let A be a G-graded k-algebra. Let
BA be the single object category over k with endomorphism k-algebra A. Then the
category BA is G-graded and a(BA#G) = A#G.

Note that if G is not finite a(BA#G) can still be considered (see [4, 17, 10]) as a
ring with a set of local units; the above proposition can also be proved in this more
general context where A#G is defined as a ring of this sort.

Proof. We define a map φ : a(BA#G) −→ A#G as follows. Consider an elementary
matrix tFs ∈ a(BA#G) with all entries zero except perhaps the entry (x0, t)−(x0, s)
with value an element ft−1s ∈ (x0,t)(BA#G)(x0,s). Observe that

(x0,t)(BA#G)(x0,s) = x0(BA)x0
t−1s = At−1s.

We put
φ(tFs) = ft−1s δs−1 .

Note first that the unit element in a(B#G) is 1 =
∑

s∈G s1s where s1s is the
elementary matrix with nonzero entry only on the entry (x0, s)− (x0, s) with value
1 ∈ As−1s = A1. Then

φ(
∑
s∈G

s1s) =
∑
s∈G

11 δs−1 = 1A#G.

Let vGu and tFs be elementary matrices. Then vGu tFs = 0 if u �= t and vGu uFs

is the elementary matrix v(GF )s with zero entries except a possible nonzero entry
(x0, v) − (x0, s) with value gv−1tft−1s. We have that

φ(vGu)φ(tFs) = gv−1u δu−1ft−1s δs−1 = gv−1uft−1s δs−1tu−1 δs−1 .
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Note that if u �= t we have φ(vGu)φ(tFs) = 0 while if u = t,

φ(vGu)φ(tFs) = gv−1uft−1sδs−1 = φ(vGt tFs).

Clearly the morphism we have defined is an injective and surjective k-module
map, since the image of the elementary matrix tFs belongs to At−1s ⊗ δs−1 . �

The following result can be linked with Proposition 3.2, in order to obtain that
the categorical smash product and the categorical quotient are inverse constructions
between graded categories and free action categories.

Theorem 3.8. Let G be a group and let C be a free G-category over k. Then C/G
is G-graded and the category (C/G)#G is isomorphic to C.

Proof. Let {xα | xα ∈ α} be a choice of representatives in each G-orbit of objects

of C. Recall that β(C/G)α =

⎡
⎣ ⊕

x∈α, y∈β

yCx

⎤
⎦ /G. Let yfx ∈ yCx. In order to define

the degree deg[yfx] of the class [yfx] we first normalize yfx in order to obtain as
source object xα, and then we retain the gap between the target object obtained
and xβ . More precisely there is a unique s ∈ G such that sx = xα. Then there is a
unique element of G that we denote (deg[f ])−1 such that (deg[f ])−1xβ = sy.

First we note that deg[f ] is well defined: let u ∈ G; then uf ∈ uyCux. The
normalization uses su−1 and the target object is again sy.

Second we define

β(C/G)α
s =

{∑
[f ] | f ∈ yCx where x ∈ α, y ∈ β and deg[f ] = s

}
.

Then β(C/G)α =
⊕

s∈G β(C/G)α
s.

Finally we check that deg(gf) = deg(g)deg(f). Indeed consider (degg)−1xγ
gxβ

and (degf)−1xβ
fxα

. In order to compose those morphisms we first have to adjust g
in order that its source object coincides with the target object of f . The resulting
composition is

(degf)−1(degg)−1xγ

[(
degf−1

)
gf

]
xα

.

Hence (deg(gf))−1 = (degf)−1(degg)−1 and deg(gf) = (degg)(degf).
Using the graduation we have just described we define a functor

F : (C/G)#G → C
as follows. Let (α, s) be an object of the smash category. Then F (α, s) = sxα.

Recall that by definition

(β,t)(C/G)(α,s) = β(C/G)α
t−1s

.

Let s−1txβ
[f ]xα

∈ (β,t)(C/G)#G)(α,s) where f ∈ s−1txβ
(C)xα

. We define

F (s−1txβ
[f ]xα

) = sf ∈ txβ
Csxα

.

We consider now
t−1uxγ

[g]xβ
∈ (γ,u)(C#G)(β,t).

In order to compose [g] and [f ] in (C/G)#G we have to adjust g using the G-action,
obtaining the right object for its source, namely the target of f.

Then [g] ◦ [f ] = [s−1tg][f ]. So

F
(
s−1uxα

[s−1tg][f ]xα

)
= s

(
(s−1tg)(f)

)
= (tg)(sf) = F (g)F (f).
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It is not hard to see that F is a bijection on objects and an isomorphism of
k-modules on morphisms. �

We end this section with a useful example. Let B be the Kronecker category
with two objects x and y, each object having k as endomorphism algebra, and
yBx = ka ⊕ kb while xBy = 0. Let G be a cyclic group with generator t. A G-
grading of B is given by deg a = 1 and deg b = t. The category B#G is the free
category of the quiver having vertices (x, ti) and (y, tj) and arrows from (x, ti) to
(y, ti) and to (y, ti−1) for each ti ∈ G. If G is finite this provides a crown; otherwise
the quiver is infinite. The quotient category is clearly the Kronecker category, and
the quotient by the action of a proper subgroup provides an intermediate crown.

In case G is free abelian on two generators s and t, the grading given by deg a = s
and deg b = t provides a nonconnected Galois cover through the categorical smash
product.

4. Modules

Let us recall the following definition:

Definition 4.1. Let C be a category over a commutative ring k. A left C-module M
is a collection of k-modules {xM}x∈C0 provided with a left action of the k-module
morphisms of C, given by k-module maps yCx ⊗k xM −→ yM where the image of
yfx ⊗ xm is denoted yfx xm, verifying the usual axioms:

(1) zfy(yfx xm) = (zfy yfx)xm;
(2) x1x xm =x m.

In other words M is a covariant functor from C to the category of k-modules.
We denote by C − Mod the category of left C-modules. As is well known and easy
to establish the agreement property holds; namely, if C is a finite number objects
category and a(C) is the corresponding algebra of morphisms, C-modules and usual
a(C)-modules coincide. In particular if A is a k-algebra and CA is the single object
category with endomorphism ring A, then CA-modules and A-modules are the same.

Let F : C → B be a functor between categories over k. Note that functors do
not correspond really to algebra maps. In case C and B have a finite number of
objects, the corresponding map a(C) → a(B) does not send, in general, 1a(C) to
1a(B). However the map is additive and multiplicative.

Definition 4.2. Let F : C −→ B be a functor of k-categories, and let N be a
B-module. We denote by F ∗N the module N ◦ F and by F ∗ the corresponding
functor F ∗ : B − Mod −→ C − Mod.

In other words F ∗ is the restriction functor and F ∗N is the C-module given by
x(F ∗N ) = F (x)N and

(ycx)
(
F (x)n

)
=

(
F (y)F (c)F (x)

) (
F (x)n

)
∈ y(F ∗N ).

Let f be a natural transformation between modules; then F ∗(f) = f . Note that
F ∗ is faithful. In case F is a full functor the functor F ∗ is also full.

In the case of a G-category C over k the group G acts on the category C − Mod
in the following way: let M be a C-module and s ∈ G; then sM is given by

x(sM) = s−1xM
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and
(ycx) (s−1xm) = (s−1c)m ∈ s−1yM = y(sM).

Theorem 4.3. Let F : C −→ B be a Galois covering where C is a free G-category
over k and B = C/G. Then B − Mod and (C − Mod)G are isomorphic categories.

Remark 4.4. (C − Mod)G is a full subcategory of C-Mod provided by fixed objects
under the action of G, namely modules M such that sM = M for all s ∈ G.

Proof. The image of the functor F ∗ is precisely (C − Mod)G. Indeed

x (s (F ∗N )) = s−1x (F ∗N ) =F (s−1x) N = F (x)N .

Note that by definition the functor F of a Galois covering is full. �

Next we want to prove that the entire category C-Mod is isomorphic to the
category of graded modules over B. Recall that in the case of a Galois covering
F : C −→ B (where C is a free G-category over k and B = C/G) we have shown that
B is G-graded. We also have shown that C = B#G and we will use this description.

First recall that in case B is graded, a graded B-module is a B-module N provided
with a direct sum decomposition at each k-module, namely

xN =
⊕
s∈G

xN s such that yBt
x xN s ⊂ yN ts.

We denote by B − ModG the category of graded B-modules.

Theorem 4.5. Let B be a G-graded category over k and let C = B#G be its Galois
covering. Then B − ModG and C − Mod are isomorphic categories.

Proof. Let N be a graded B-module. We define the C-module C(N ) as follows:

(x,s)C(N ) = xN s−1
,

and the action maps

(y,t) (B#G)(x,s) ⊗k (x,s)C(N ) −→ (y,t)C(N )

are given by the maps

yBt−1s
x ⊗k xN s−1

−→ yN t−1
.

Clearly this is an action of C on C(N ) and a map between graded B-modules
gives in a functorial way a map between the corresponding C-modules.

Conversely, let M be a C-module. Let B(M) be the B-module defined by

xB(M) =
⊕
s∈G

(x,s)M.

The graduation is given by xB(M)s = (x,s−1)M. The action is graded by construc-
tion. In order to give the maps

yBt
x ⊗k xB(M)s −→ yB(M)ts,

recall that
(y,t)(B#G)(x,s) = yBx

t−1s.

Then
yBx

t = (y,(ts)−1)(B#G)(x,s−1).
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The required maps

(y,(ts)−1)(B#G)(x,s−1) ⊗k (x,s−1)M −→ (y,(ts)−1)M
are obtained through the given action of B#G on M.

Clearly the two constructions provide functors which are inverse to each other.
�

The following result is now clear:

Proposition 4.6. Let F : C −→ B be a Galois covering of categories over k with
Galois group G. Let N be a B-module and let B be the functor defined in the proof
of the above theorem. Then

BF ∗(N ) =
⊕
s∈G

N s where N s = N for each s ∈ G.

The graded action on
⊕

s∈G N s is given by yBx
t ⊗k xN s → yN t using the B-action

on N . Ignoring the grading, the B-module BF ∗(N) is a direct sum of copies of N
indexed by G.
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